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An evaluation of nonlinear methods for estimating
catchment-scale soil moisture patterns based
on topographic attributes
Michael L. Coleman and Jeffrey D. Niemann

ABSTRACT
Physical processes that impact soil moisture are typically expressed as nonlinear functions, but most
previous research on the estimation of soil moisture has relied on linear techniques. In the present
work, two machine learning techniques, a spatial artiﬁcial neural network (SANN) and a mixture
model (MM), that can infer nonlinear relationships are compared to multiple linear regression (MLR)
for estimating soil moisture patterns using topographic attributes as predictor variables. The
methods are applied to time-domain reﬂectometry (TDR) soil moisture data collected at three
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catchments with varying characteristics (Tarrawarra, Satellite Station and Cache la Poudre) under
different wetness conditions. The methods’ performances with respect to the number of predictor
attributes, the quantity of training data and the attributes employed are compared using the Nash–
Sutcliffe coefﬁcient of efﬁciency (NSCE) as the performance measure. The performances of the
methods are dependent on the site studied, the average soil moisture and the quantity of training
data provided. Although the methods often perform similarly, the best performing method overall is
the SANN, which incorporates additional predictor variables more effectively than the other
methods.
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INTRODUCTION
Soil moisture is an important hydrologic state variable

time-domain reﬂectometry (TDR). Unfortunately, neither

owing to its inﬂuence on a variety of surface hydrologic pro-

approach is practical for observing soil moisture patterns

cesses and land surface–atmospheric interactions. For

within catchments at suitable resolutions (Robinson et al.

example, soil moisture affects both the partitioning of radi-

; Vereecken et al. ). The desire for accurate charac-

ation into sensible and latent heat (Entekhabi et al. )

terization of moisture patterns coupled with the difﬁculties

and the partitioning of rainfall into inﬁltration and runoff

in observing the patterns has led to many efforts to estimate

(Dunne & Black ). Additionally, soil moisture inﬂu-

moisture patterns (Yates & Warrick ; Nyberg ;

ences vegetation patterns (Eagleson ), land surface

Bardossy & Lehmann ; Western et al. a; Sulebak

erosion processes (Moore et al. ) and soil development

et al. ).

(Hillel ). Spatial patterns of soil moisture and their

Signiﬁcant research has been devoted to investigating

characteristics, such as connectivity of wet areas, are also

the correlations between soil moisture and topographic attri-

important for hydrologic considerations (Hewlett & Hibbert

butes and the effectiveness of multiple linear regression

; Dunne & Black ; Dunne et al. ; Western et al.

(MLR) for estimating soil moisture using topographic attri-

). Soil moisture is typically observed using remote-

butes as predictive data. Topographic attributes have been

sensing

used because organized patterns of soil moisture resemble

techniques

or

manual

techniques,
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patterns of topography and because surface elevation data

bare soil temperature and percent sand content as ancillary

are readily available for nearly all parts of the world.

variables to estimate soil moisture in Arizona. They found

Zaslavsky & Sinai () explained 81% of soil water vari-

that, if the ancillary variable is well correlated with soil

ation 2 weeks after rainfall by curvature in an agricultural

moisture, then the cokriging estimates are better than esti-

ﬁeld near Beer-Sheba, Israel. Moore et al. () found

mates from ordinary kriging. Bardossy & Lehmann ()

that 33% of the soil moisture variation on a transect of a

estimated soil moisture patterns from a 630 ha catchment

7.5 ha catchment in Australia could be explained by the wet-

in Germany with several geostatistical techniques. They

ness index, which is deﬁned as the ratio of the speciﬁc

found that Bayes–Markov updating (BMU), a simpliﬁed

contributing area (SCA) and the local slope, and that 41%

form of Bayes–Markov kriging (Zhu & Journel ), has

of the variation could be explained by using both the wet-

the lowest errors of all the tested methods for the conditions

ness index and the topographic aspect. Nyberg ()

analyzed. BMU can incorporate ancillary data in a non-

explained between 15 and 42% of soil moisture variation

linear manner and its performance with either the wetness

by correlations with elevation, slope, wetness index and

index or land use as ancillary data is better than both ordin-

the logarithm of the contributing area. Western et al.

ary kriging and external drift kriging. The method performs

(a) were able to explain up to 61% of spatial soil moist-

slightly better with the wetness index than with land use for

ure variation under relatively wet conditions but only 22%

that dataset. A common assumption made in geostatistical

in drier conditions by a combination of potential solar radi-

analyses is that of a stationary random ﬁeld, but previous

ation index (PSRI), which is the ratio of the potential

research has indicated that soil moisture patterns are not

insolation of a surface with a particular slope and aspect

random but exhibit spatial organization (Dunne et al. ;

to a hypothetical horizontal surface at the same location,

Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. ; Western et al. a).

and either the wetness index or the logarithm of the contri-

In addition to those standard methods, other methods

buting area. Sulebak et al. () found the combination of

have also been developed and/or employed for estimating

slope, aspect and proﬁle curvature could explain 70% of

soil moisture patterns. Western et al. (a) applied

moisture variation at two locations in Sweden. Green &

LOWESS regression (Hirsch et al. ) to estimate soil

Erskine () found the highest correlations between soil

moisture based on topographic attributes and found that it

moisture and topographic attributes for agricultural ﬁelds

does not substantially improve the amount of variance

in Colorado on the wettest date considered and the strongest

explained compared with linear regression. However, the

correlation with slope even though that attribute only

extent of their LOWESS analyses in that work is not clear.

explains approximately 20% of the variance. Despite some

Wilson et al. () developed a linear estimation method

instances where MLR is effective, a conceptual inconsis-

with coefﬁcients that vary nonlinearly with the spatial aver-

tency exists in linearly regressing soil moisture on

age soil moisture and applied the method to data from the

topographic attributes because those attributes are generally

Maharungi catchment in New Zealand. They found that

associated with physical processes that relate nonlinearly to

the use of terrain attributes alone does not estimate realistic

soil moisture (Rodriguez-Iturbe ). Such nonlinearities

spatial moisture patterns but that the inclusion of a spatially

might produce nonlinearity in the relationships between

stable residual pattern improves the estimates and con-

soil moisture and topographic attributes. For example,

cluded that factors other than topography are also

Western et al. (a) noted that scattergraphs indicate a

important to soil moisture patterns. Finally, Perry &

possible nonlinear relationship between the wetness index

Niemann (, ) used empirical orthogonal functions

and soil moisture data from organized patterns in their

(EOFs) to decompose a time series of spatial moisture pat-

dataset.

terns into patterns of covariation that are present to some

Geostatistical techniques (Journel & Huijbregts ;
Kitanidis ; Chiles & Delfiner ) have also been
applied to the tasks of soil moisture characterization and
estimation. Yates & Warrick () used cokriging with
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moisture from sparse soil moisture observations and to

coefﬁcients and ε is an n × 1 vector of residuals, or errors.

compare the results of those techniques to the results of

Use of the ordinary least squares (OLS) criterion for estimat-

MLR. We hypothesize that the nonlinear techniques will

ing the coefﬁcient vector leads to the following equation for

avoid some of the previously mentioned shortcomings of

the coefﬁcient estimates:

other methods and improve estimation of spatial soil moisture patterns. The nonlinear estimation methods used in this



^ ¼ X T X 1 X T θ:
β

ð2Þ

research are a spatial artiﬁcial neural network (SANN)
(Shin & Salas a) and mixture modeling (MM) with

OLS provides the minimum-variance unbiased coefﬁ-

multivariate Gaussian distribution functions (McLachlan &

cient estimates regardless of the distribution properties of

Peel ). These methods were selected because they are

the errors (Draper & Smith ). The main drawback of

unsupervised machine learning techniques that do not

linear regression for this application is that it cannot

assume a priori any speciﬁc form of relationship between

account for possible nonlinear relationships between the

soil moisture and the predictor data. In addition, the

topographic attributes and soil moisture.

SANN and MM are both kernel density estimation
methods, which attempt to estimate the joint probability
density function between soil moisture and the predictor

Spatial artiﬁcial neural network (SANN)

variables. Finally, Green et al. () applied the SANN
to crop yields, which are closely related to soil moisture,

The SANN method was developed by Shin & Salas (a)

and found good performance. Most previous applications

and can be viewed as a speciﬁc implementation of the

of machine learning techniques in hydrology have focused

Nadaraya–Watson model, or kernel regression (Nadaraya

on time-series data (Lin et al. ; Liu et al. ; Wang

; Watson ; Bishop ). The SANN has been used

et al. ), including those focused speciﬁcally on soil

previously for regional drought analysis (Shin & Salas

moisture (Gill et al. ; Elshorbagy & El-Baroudy ;

b) and to estimate crop yields from topographic

Ahmad et al. ). Here, the SANN and MM are applied

attributes (Green et al. ). Martinez et al. () investi-

to three study areas representing diverse climates and land-

gated the sensitivity of the SANN to its internal parameters

scape characteristics to test their predictive abilities when

using grain yield data and found optimal parameter values,

different processes may dominate the moisture pattern

which were subsequently used by Green et al. ().
The SANN is similar to kernel density estimation using

formation.

multivariate Gaussian kernels. We can represent soil moisture, θ, at some location in space as a random variable in a
d-dimensional domain by θ(x), where x ¼ [x1, x2,…, xd] is a

METHODS

vector of topographic attributes associated with the same
spatial location. The optimal estimator of the soil moisture

Multiple linear regression (MLR)

value is then the conditional expectation given by (Bishop
MLR is used as a baseline estimation method due to its sim-

)

plicity and common use. The general model for linear
E½θðx Þjx  ¼

regression can be written in matrix form as
θ ¼ Xβ þ ε

Ð∞
∞ θ ðx Þpðx; θ Þdθ
Ð∞
∞ pðx; θ Þdθ

(3)

(1)
where p(x, θ) is the joint probability density function of x and

where θ is an n × 1 vector of observed responses (soil moist-

θ. The probability density function is estimated using multi-

ure in this analysis), n is the number of observations, X is an

variate Gaussian kernel density estimation (Specht ). If

n × d þ 1 matrix, d is the number of predictor variables

we observe the soil moisture θ(x) and a vector of topo-

(topographic attributes), β is a d þ 1 × 1 vector of unknown

graphic attributes x at N locations given by [xn|n ¼ 1,…,N],
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then the Gaussian kernel density estimator at any point x in

where RMSDn is the root-mean-squared Euclidean dis-

the domain is given by

tance (measured in the attribute domain) between data
point n and its nearest P neighbors. The number of neigh-

p(x; θ) ¼

N
X

bors P and the factor F are the two parameters of the

1
G(xjμn ; Σ n )G(θjμθ ; σ θ )
N n¼1

(4)

SANN. Both parameters help determine the spatial scale
of the kernel function and their values must be speciﬁed
prior to the SANN training. The parameter P relates

where


1
1
T 1
G(xjμn ; Σ n ) ¼
x

μ
exp

ð
Þ
Σ
ð
x

μ
Þ
n
n
n
2
ð2πÞd=2 jΣ n j1=2
(5)

directly to the kernel widths, and the effects of P on the
individual kernel widths depend on the data conﬁguration
and density. The F parameter is related inversely to the
kernel widths and affects all kernels to the same degree.
We tested the effects of adjusting each parameter and

with μn and Σn the mean and covariance, respectively, of

found that comparable results were achieved through

the Gaussian kernel associated with the nth observation.

manipulation of either parameter. Therefore, in the

For simplicity, the variance of each kernel function is

present implementation, the value of F was ﬁxed at 2.5,

taken as equal in all dimensions of the predictor variable

which is the value recommended by Martinez et al.

subspace so that all diagonal entries of Σn are equal. Also,

() for large datasets, but P was considered a free par-

the covariances (off-diagonal entries) are assumed to

ameter and various values were tested (see below). One

σ2n.

potential drawback of the SANN is that it requires all the

be zero. The diagonal entries of Σn are then denoted as

observations to be stored in order to make future estimates,

Also

G(θjμθ ; σ θ ) ¼

1
ð2π Þ1=2 σ θ

"
exp 

ðθ  μθ Þ2
2σ 2θ

which can make evaluation slow if the quantity of data is

#

large.
(6)
Mixture model (MM)

where μθ and σθ are the mean and standard deviation,
respectively, of the soil moisture. After substituting Equation
(4) into Equation (3) and simplifying, the result is
^
θ(x)
¼

nonlinear relationships between the topographic attributes
and soil moisture. Operationally, it is also similar to the

PN

n¼1 θ(x n )G(xjμn ; Σ n )
PN
n¼1 G(xjμn ; Σ n )

The MM method, like the SANN, is capable of capturing

SANN in that estimates are made by conditioning a multi(7)

variate density function with the values of the predictor
variables. However, the number of kernel functions
employed by MM to form the model is less than the

which may be used as a point estimator for θ. Note that

number of observations and the method employs the expec-

in the simpliﬁcation the numerator terms involving

tation–maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al. ;

Gðθjμθ ; σ θ Þ become the θðx n Þterms inside the summation in

McLachlan & Peel ) to identify optimal locations for

Equation (7) while in the denominator each term involving

the kernels. In the present implementation, Gaussian func-

Gðθjμθ ; σ θ Þ integrates to a value of 1.

tions were used as the kernel functions in the MM, and we

In order to use Equation (7) to estimate soil moisture,

will refer to them as components, which is common termi-

the widths of the kernel functions need to be speciﬁed.

nology in the MM literature. The multivariate density

The width of the kernel function centered on observation

function developed by MM has the form (Bishop )

n is denoted σn and is calculated by
σ n ¼ RMSDn =F
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where K is the number of components in the model and is

based only on the testing set to measure the model perform-

the only parameter of this method, πk is the mixing coefﬁcient

ance. The NSCE is deﬁned as

associated with the kth component, and μk and Σk, are
the mean and covariance, respectively, of the kth
component. The mixing coefﬁcient values lie between
0 and 1, and they sum to 1. The form of each Gaussian
component is

G(fx; θ gjμk ; Σ k ) ¼



1
× exp  ðfx; θg  μk ÞT Σ1
k ðfx; θ g  μk Þ
2

(11)

where N is the number of data points in the testing set, θn is
the nth observed soil moisture, θ^n is the model estimate

1
ð2π Þðdþ1Þ=2 jΣk j1=2

2
PN 
θn  θ^n
NSCE ¼ 1  Pn¼1
N
 2
n¼1 ðθ n  θ Þ

of the nth observation and θ is the average of the
(10)

where d is the number of predictor variables. The values of πk,
μk and Σk, are determined by the EM algorithm, which maximizes the likelihood of the model. Equation (3) is used again
to estimate the soil moisture given the values of the ancillary
data for any given location. The MATLAB statistics toolbox
(Mathworks ) version of MM, gmdistribution, was used
to implement the MM method. As with the SANN, the density
function is then conditioned on the observed value of the topographic attribute to determine the soil moisture estimate.

observations. Note that the NSCE has a maximum value
of 1, for which all observed variance is explained, but
there is no minimum value. Because 30 realizations of the
training data are produced for every sampling rate, the
typical performance of a particular estimation method is
characterized by the median NSCE calculated from the 30
realizations.
A large number of estimation scenarios were performed to
compare the methods. For each of the three methods, all 63
possible subsets of the six topographic attributes were tested
as predictor variable sets. For each of those subsets of predictor variables, 30 sets of training data were supplied to the
method for each of the ﬁve sampling rates given above. This
collection of estimation problems was repeated for all three

Experimental design

wetness conditions at all three study sites. The SANN and
MM methods additionally have parameters that were adjusted.

A Monte Carlo cross-validation methodology, which pro-

The P parameter in the SANN was tested with values of 6, 9,

vides an empirical measure of the methods’ generalization

15, 20, 30 and 45. Larger values of P lead to larger kernel

abilities, was employed (McLachlan & Peel ; Bishop
) to assess the effectiveness of the different methods

widths and a smoother estimated density function. For the
MM method, the adjustable parameter is K, the number of

for estimating soil moisture. The cross-validation method-

Gaussian components, which was varied from 1 to 4. The

ology divides each set of observations into training and

number of components controls the potential complexity of

testing sets. The training sets were created by randomly

the resulting density function and the inferred relationship

sampling the data available at each site 30 times for each

between the topographic attributes and the soil moisture.

of ﬁve sampling rates: 10, 25, 50, 75 and 95%. For each
training set, the observations at unsampled locations comprise the testing set. Because all the methods are
empirical, they require some amount of observations to

APPLICATION SITES AND DATA

develop a model. Each of the three estimation methods
was used to develop a model of the relationship between

Soil moisture data were compiled for three application sites:

topographic attributes and soil moisture values based on

the Tarrawarra catchment in southeastern Australia, the Sat-

the training sets. After a model was developed from a

ellite Station site in the Maharungi catchment on the North

speciﬁc training set, soil moisture was estimated with the

Island of New Zealand and the Cache la Poudre site in

model at all locations, but the Nash–Sutcliffe coefﬁcient of

north-central Colorado in the United States. Soil moisture

efﬁciency (NSCE) (Nash & Sutcliffe ) was calculated

patterns from three dates were used for each site. The
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dates were chosen to represent dry, moderate and wet con-

Soil moisture data were collected in the top 30 cm of the

ditions as deﬁned by the range of spatial mean soil

soil with TDR probes on 13 dates between September 27,

moisture values Θ observed at each study site. All the soil

1995 and November 29, 1996 on a 10 × 20 m sampling grid

moisture data were measured with TDR probes.

(Western et al. b). We ﬁltered the dataset to remove
locations with missing values on any date, so the remaining

Tarrawarra

dataset includes 454 points. February 14, 1996, September
27, 1995 and July 3, 1996 were selected as the dry, medium

The ﬁrst soil moisture dataset is from the Tarrawarra catch-

and wet dates, respectively. The spatial average soil moisture

ment located near Melbourne, Australia and was originally

(Θ) values for those dates are 26.4, 38.0 and 45.3% volume of

described by Western & Grayson (). The catchment

water/total volume (V/V), respectively. A digital elevation

has a temperate climate with an average annual rainfall of

model (DEM) with 5 m resolution is available for this site.

820 millimeters (mm), average annual potential evapotran-

The topography consists of undulating hills (Figure 1) with

spiration of 830 mm and a rainfall deﬁcit in summer and

no incised drainage channels and the catchment area is

excess in winter. The catchment is covered by pasture for

10.5 ha. Total relief for the Tarrawarra catchment is 29 m.

cattle grazing. Soils generally have a silty loam A horizon

The dry moisture pattern does not visually exhibit any organ-

and a B horizon with higher clay content and soil depths

ization while the moderate and wet dates show strong and

vary from 40 centimeters (cm) in the upper catchment to

moderate degrees of organization, respectively, with wetter

over 2 meters (m) in the low areas.

sites tending to occur in valley bottoms (Figure 1).

Figure 1

|

(a) Elevations relative to the low point at each study site and spatial patterns of soil moisture for (b) dry, (c) medium and (d) wet dates used.
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sequence of spring rainfall events and during subsequent
periods of drying, which resulted in a total of 12 soil moist-

The second dataset is from the Satellite Station ﬁeld site of

ure patterns. Due to the shallow soils, particularly on the

the Maharungi River Variability Experiment (MARVEX)

south-facing hillslope, surface soil moisture was measured

conducted in New Zealand (Woods et al. ; Wilson

in the top 5 cm of the soil once any litter layer was tempo-

et al. ). The Satellite Station site has a humid climate

rarily removed. After ﬁltering to produce a consistent

with annual rainfall of approximately 1,200 mm and an

dataset for all sampling dates, a total of 350 locations

annual pan evapotranspiration of approximately 1,300 mm

remain for this dataset. The dates chosen for application of

(Wilson et al. ). Hillslope soils are generally silty clay

the interpolation methods are June 24, 2008, June 12, 2008

loam, while lowland valley soils are relatively deep alluvial

and May 28, 2008. The spatial average soil moisture values

ﬁll with high clay content. The dataset used here is comprised

on these dates are 4.0, 11.2 and 19.2% V/V, respectively,

of TDR measurements collected at 0–30 cm depth on a 40 m

which represent dry, medium and wet conditions for this

grid for six dates between April 1998 and November 1999.

dataset. The DEM for the catchment has 15 m resolution

The dataset was again ﬁltered so that it includes only

and a local coordinate system offset approximately 1

locations with measurements on all dates (322 locations).

degree from north. The total relief for the Poudre site is

The dates chosen for this study are February 18, 1998,

approximately 124 m (Figure 1). The catchment consists of

March 25, 1998 and October 30, 1999, with spatial average

the headwater area for one incised channel with both

soil moisture values of 24.9, 32.3 and 40.1% V/V, res-

steep and ﬂat portions and the catchment area is approxi-

pectively. The topographic data used was from a 10 m

mately 8 ha. Visually, the soil moisture patterns exhibit

resolution DEM. The Satellite Station site has undulating ter-

slightly wetter conditions on the north-facing slope than

rain with a total area of approximately 60 ha and it contains

the south-facing slope (Figure 1).

two subcatchments within it (Figure 1). The relief of the site is
approximately 80 m. Visually, the moisture patterns at Satel-

Topographic attributes

lite Station are more stable through time than those at
Tarrawarra with the valley bottoms remaining wetter than

The form of the topography for each catchment was charac-

the upland areas as the overall wetness condition changes

terized using elevation and ﬁve additional topographic

(Figure 1).

attributes: slope, cosine of the topographic aspect (cosA),

Cache la Poudre

the sum of the plan and proﬁle curvatures (Curv) and the

the logarithm of the speciﬁc contributing area (logSCA),
PSRI. These attributes are related to different processes
The ﬁnal dataset is from a catchment near Rustic, Colorado

and variables that affect soil moisture. Speciﬁcally, surface

that is part of the Cache la Poudre River basin (Lehman &

slope is related to the horizontal hydraulic gradient of sub-

Niemann ). The catchment has a semi-arid climate

surface ﬂows and to insolation, a primary driver of

with an annual precipitation of about 400 mm and annual

evapotranspiration and snowmelt (Western et al. a).

potential evapotranspiration of about 930 mm. The veg-

Aspect also affects insolation (Western et al. a). The

etation on the north-facing slope of the catchment is

SCA is a measure of the upslope area that can potentially

predominantly coniferous forest with scattered shrubs in

contribute ﬂow to a unit length of contour on the surface

open areas and near ridges. The south-facing slope has scat-

(Western et al. a). The proﬁle curvature is related to

tered shrubs with a few coniferous trees. The site has thin

the change in the hydraulic gradient and hence the velocity

sandy soil on the south-facing hillslope and thicker mineral

of ﬂow (Mitasova & Hofierka ) and the plan curvature is

soils overlaid with organic matter on the north-facing

related to the degree of surface and ﬂow convergence along

hillslope.

an elevation contour (Mitasova & Hofierka ). The

The sampling strategy for the Poudre site consisted of

number of attributes was intentionally limited to allow test-

collecting manual TDR measurements immediately after a

ing of all possible attribute combinations in the analyses
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below. The wetness index (Beven & Kirkby ) was not

highest median NSCE for each method and the training

included because it combines logSCA and slope in a prede-

data that produce the results closest to that median NSCE

termined way. If the wetness index is important, the

among the different samples (using those topographic attri-

nonlinear methods should be able to identify that impor-

butes). The P value used in the SANN is 45, which gave

tance using the underlying variables.

the best performance among all tested values. The MM

The SCA and the slope were calculated using the D∞

method uses two component densities. In almost all situ-

algorithm (Tarboton ) as implemented in TauDEM

ations, one component density provided slightly superior

(Tarboton ). SCA was initially used as a predictor vari-

performance, but the MM method with one component is

able

numerical

very similar to linear regression. The results for two com-

complications and led us to use log-transformed values

ponents are shown here to highlight the method’s ability

instead. The aspect for each DEM cell was calculated

as a potentially nonlinear method. All of the methods repro-

but

its

large

skewness

resulted

in

according to the formula in Moore et al. () with units

duce the main features observed in the patterns. The soil

of degrees clockwise from the north. The aspect values

moisture pattern for Tarrawarra exhibits a pronounced

were then cosine-transformed, which provides a continuous

organization, with wet areas occurring in the valley bottoms

range of values from –1 to 1 and separates north-facing

and on the south-facing hillslope, and all of the methods

aspects from south-facing aspects by sign (Green et al. ).

capture this general tendency. The Satellite Station pattern

The sum of the proﬁle and plan curvatures (Mitasova &

is more weakly organized than Tarrawarra, but the esti-

Hofierka ) was the only curvature measure used. The

mation methods capture some of this organization. The

proﬁle curvature is the curvature of the intersection of

Cache la Poudre site has an aspect-dependent pattern,

the topographic surface with a vertical plane oriented in

which is the main feature that is reproduced by the esti-

the downslope direction. The plan curvature is the curvature

mation methods. The NSCE values included in the ﬁgure

of the intersection of the surface with a horizontal plane.

are calculated only from the associated testing dataset. For

The sum of the two curvatures was chosen based on a

all three sites, the SANN has the highest NSCE value

screening analysis designed to select the single curvature

although all methods perform very similarly for Tarrawarra.

measure with the highest overall potential for estimating

The NSCE values are all signiﬁcantly lower for the other

soil moisture.

two sites than for Tarrawarra, but the SANN remains the

The PSRI depends on the day of the year, latitude, local

best-performing method. The MM is the second-best

slope and aspect (Western et al. a; Dingman ). No

method for Satellite Station, while MLR is the second-best

allowances were made for other factors affecting actual inso-

method for Cache la Poudre. The SANN method likely per-

lation, such as shading by vegetation or atmospheric

forms better than the other methods because it has the most

attenuation, in the PSRI calculation. The PSRI was calcu-

ﬂexibility in the type of relationship that it can infer from the

lated individually for each sampling date, so it is the only

data. Such ﬂexibility would allow the SANN to include

topographic attribute that changes between different dates

subtleties in the relationships to the topographic attributes

at the same catchment.

that are ignored by the other two methods.
Number of predictor variables

RESULTS
Figure 3 plots the median NSCE for the three methods as
Typical results

the number of topographic attributes used varies. All three
wetness conditions are shown for the three application

Figure 2 presents observed soil moisture patterns and moist-

sites. In all cases, 25% of the observations were used as

ure patterns estimated by each method when 25% of the

training data, and the lines in the ﬁgure indicate the

available data is used for training. The patterns shown are

median NSCE values from all 30 samples at that sampling

from the set of topographic attributes that produces the

rate (calculated from only the testing locations). For each
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(a) Observed soil moisture patterns at each study site, and soil moisture patterns estimated by (b) MLR, (c) SANN and (d) MM. The dots indicate training data locations.

subset size, the NSCE shown is from the attribute set with

condition at the Tarrawarra and Cache la Poudre sites, but

the highest median value. For the SANN and MM methods,

at the Satellite Station site the methods perform similarly

the parameter values are those that produce the best pos-

for the dry and moderate conditions and perform worst for

sible performance in each case. No condition is used to

the wettest condition. Reduced performance in dry and

determine whether the additional predictor variables

wet conditions is consistent with reduced spatial structure

explain a statistically signiﬁcant portion of the variance in

in the soil moisture patterns and greater importance of

the soil moisture observations for any of the methods.

local controls (e.g. porosity) relative to topography under

In nearly all scenarios in Figure 3, the performance of

those conditions (Grayson et al. ; Western et al.

the three methods is similar. The broadest range of perform-

a). The similarity of the results of the MLR, MM and

ance between methods is observed at Satellite Station for

SANN indicates that allowing nonlinearity in the relation-

the dry and medium dates. In both of those cases, the

ships between soil moisture and topographic attributes

SANN has the best performance. The SANN also performs

does not substantially improve pattern estimation. This

the best in most other cases in the ﬁgure and it typically per-

result likely implies that the relationships (where meaning-

forms the best for other sampling rates (not shown). All of

ful) are close to linear. For most scenarios in the ﬁgure,

the methods perform best for the moderate wetness

the methods show little variation in NSCE as predictor
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Median NSCE for each estimation method as the number of topographic attributes used increases.

variables are added. The exceptions are the moderate and

values are less likely to decrease as the number of predictor

wet dates at Tarrawarra as well as the dry date at Cache la

variables increases. That result is expected because higher

Poudre. For those two dates at Tarrawarra, the NSCE

sampling rates likely include more information that could

values increase substantially with the use of a second predic-

justify the inclusion of additional attributes.

tor variable and then remain roughly constant. For the dry
date at Cache la Poudre, the SANN method improves con-

Sample size

sistently with the addition of more predictor variables
while the other two methods show little change. Overall,

The effects of the size of the training dataset on the perform-

the NSCE for the SANN usually remains roughly constant

ance of the methods are presented in Figure 4. The ﬁgure

or improves with additional predictor variables, while the

shows the results for the best set of two predictor variables

other two methods generally decrease slightly with

for each of the methods, where the best set is deﬁned

additional predictor variables. The lack of substantial

as the set that produces the maximum value for the

improvement with additional variables suggests that one or

median NSCE. The rows in Figure 4 show the results for a

two attributes represent the major effects of the dominant

given method while the columns show the results for a

physical processes. Where they occur, negative trends in

given study site. Only the moderate wetness condition is

NSCE with additional variables indicate overtraining,

shown for each site, but the results are consistent for all

which leads to reduced generalization capability. When

three conditions. The box-and-whisker plots in the ﬁgure

higher sampling rates are used (not shown), the NSCE

characterize the variation in the performance of each
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Box-and-whisker plots characterizing the performance of each estimation method as the amount of training data used increases. Plus symbols indicate outliers, which are
deﬁned as values that are more than 1.5 times the distance between the upper and lower quartiles away from the box limits.

method among the 30 training sets generated at a given

median NSCE reaches its highest value with the MLR

sampling density. The upper and lower limits of the boxes

method for the Tarrawarra, Satellite Station and Cache la

represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively, for

Poudre sites are 50, 95 and 75%, respectively, while the

the NSCE and the horizontal line within the box represents

rates for the SANN are 75, 95 and 95%, and for MM they

the median value. Whiskers represent the limits of observed

are 50, 95 and 95%. Overall, the nonlinear methods’ best

NSCE values that are not considered outliers while outliers

performances were obtained by using more data than the

are marked by plus signs.

MLR, reﬂecting their ability to continue extracting useful

For all the methods, the performance does not increase

information as the amount of data increases. However, the

much as more observations are supplied for training, and in

highest median NSCE occurs for all methods and sites

some cases performance can decline with increasing data

with at least 50% of the data being used to train the estima-

due to overtraining. The highest median NSCE values for

tor, which represents a signiﬁcant data collection effort. The

the SANN and MM that are achieved as one varies the

numbers of measurements represented by the 10 and 25%

sampling rate are higher than for MLR (for all study sites).

sampling rates are more feasible for regular manual collec-

As a speciﬁc example, at the Cache la Poudre site the high-

tion. At those sampling rates the SANN has the highest

est median NSCE for MLR is 0.29, which occurs at the 75%

median NSCE values at the Satellite Station and Cache la

sampling rate. For the SANN and MM, the values are 0.39

Poudre sites while MLR has the highest median values at

and 0.33, respectively, and they both occur at the 95%

Tarrawarra. Overall, the SANN achieves equivalent or

sampling rate. However, the sampling rates for which the

higher NSCE values than MLR when the sampling rate is
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at least 25%, and the MM also outperforms MLR in most

In Figure 5, the height of the bar associated with each attri-

cases when the sampling rate is at least 50%.

bute represents the proportion of those cases that contain
that attribute. For each study site, all three methods perform

Predictor sets chosen by methods

best using the same attribute in the one-variable case
although the attribute is different for each site. That single

The SANN and MM can model nonlinear relationships

attribute remains the most frequently used as the number

between topographic attributes and soil moisture, so it is

of variables increases. The best-performing single attribute

possible that they perform best when using different topo-

is logSCA for Tarrawarra, slope for Satellite Station and

graphic attributes than the MLR uses. To investigate this

cosA for Cache la Poudre. The logSCA is related to the con-

possibility, we analyzed the frequency with which each attri-

vergence of ﬂow due to topography and suggests the

bute is included in models with relatively high NSCE values

importance of water redistribution at Tarrawarra. The

for each estimation method. Speciﬁcally, the top 10% of the

Satellite Station topography is generally divided between

models in terms of NSCE were identiﬁed for each method

highland areas with high slopes and lowland areas

when 25% of the observations were used as training data,

with low slopes, and the soil moisture values reﬂect that

and the fraction of those models that contains each topo-

division as well. The preference for cosA at the Cache la

graphic attribute was calculated. For example, for models

Poudre site reﬂects the distinct vegetation on the two oppos-

with two predictor variables, there are 15 combinations of

ing hillslopes at this site. For the two-predictor variable

predictor variables, and 30 samples were tested for each

scenario at Tarrawarra, the second selected variable is

combination, for a total of 450 results. From those results,

split approximately equally between cosA and PSRI for all

the 45 cases with the highest NSCE values were analyzed.

methods, indicating the importance of radiation-driven

Figure 5

|

Proportion of times each topographic attribute is selected by the best-performing models as a function of the number of topographic attributes used.
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evapotranspiration variations at this site. There is not a

Gaussian MM. These methods were applied to three differ-

dominant secondary variable chosen by any of the methods

ent study sites and three wetness conditions for each site

in the two-predictor variable scenario at the Satellite Station

using several different sizes for the training datasets.

or Cache la Poudre sites. Beyond the two-variable case, no

The SANN method consistently outperforms the MM

consistent preferences for additional attributes are observed

method and MLR and is the best overall method tested.

at any site.

For the majority of locations, wetness conditions and

This analysis was repeated for the dry and wet dates at

levels of training data, it provides higher NSCE values

each site. For the dry date (not shown), the most signiﬁcant

than the other two methods. In most scenarios, the increase

difference from the moderate wetness date is that the models

in performance is not large, but the improvement is consist-

now perform best when using PSRI at Tarrawarra, which

ent and the method never performs much worse than the

indicates greater importance of evapotranspiration com-

other methods. Another positive aspect of the SANN

pared with ﬂow convergence. Additionally, elevation is a

method is its superior performance when using multiple pre-

clear secondary attribute selected at Satellite Station by

dictor variables. All the methods tend to perform the best at

the SANN and MM but not the MLR. For the wet date

a given site when using the same topographic attribute as a

(not shown), the only noteworthy difference from the mod-

single predictor variable, but a different attribute is best for

erate wetness scenario is the lack of a clearly preferred

each of the sites. However, because SANN performs better

attribute at the Cache la Poudre site for the SANN. How-

than the other methods when using multiple predictor vari-

ever, the MLR and MM methods preferentially selected

ables, the a priori selection of one or two attributes for soil

logSCA as the ﬁrst predictor. Overall, the methods tend to

moisture estimation would not be required for that

select the same attributes for soil moisture estimation at

method. Thus, one could use a single, larger set of topo-

each

differences

graphic attributes at a variety of sites. MLR may also be

between the methods are due to differences in the forms

catchment.

Therefore,

performance

able to be used in a similar fashion if a suitable test for

of the modeled relationships between the attributes and

statistical signiﬁcance is evaluated before a predictor vari-

soil moisture rather than due to the selection of different

able is added to the model.

attributes.

The estimation accuracy of all of the methods depends

We also implemented each method in a stagewise

on both the catchment and wetness condition for which esti-

manner using the same topographic attributes and sampling

mates are made. All methods perform best at Tarrawarra

scheme. In this implementation, the best single predictor

under the moderate wetness condition and perform worst

variable was chosen ﬁrst and its estimate of soil moisture

at Cache la Poudre for the wet condition. Thus, not only

was retained. Then, this predictor variable was removed

do individual site characteristics determine how well the

from subsequent consideration, and the remaining predictor

methods estimate soil moisture from topographic attributes,

variables were evaluated in their ability to explain the

but those characteristics also affect the wetness condition

residuals. This process was repeated until all predictor vari-

under which the methods perform best.

ables were used. We found that the stagewise method does

In order for the SANN and MM to consistently perform

not offer any improvement in performance over the original

better than MLR, relatively large training datasets are

implementation.

required. More training data leads to higher NSCE values
for most scenarios tested. For all scenarios except the wet
condition at Cache la Poudre, SANN performs equivalently

CONCLUSIONS

or better than MLR for sampling rates greater than or equal
to 25%, and for most scenarios MM outperforms MLR at the

In this paper, we investigated the efﬁcacy of nonlinear

50% sample rate and above. The superior performance of

methods for estimating soil moisture patterns from sparse

the SANN and MM methods suggest that the relationships

observations and compared them to MLR. The nonlinear

between soil moisture and topographic attributes might be

estimation methods considered are an SANN and a

weakly nonlinear, but more data are required for the
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estimation methods to discern any nonlinearity and for the
improved performance of these methods to be realized.
Several directions are open for future research. These
include testing the abilities of the methods to estimate soil
moisture under circumstances (e.g. wetness conditions,
locations or DEM resolutions) different from those for
which the methods were trained. In addition, other statistical learning techniques such as support vector machines
and genetic algorithms could be evaluated for estimating
soil moisture patterns.
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